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ISID and Numerical Technologies Commence Business Alliance
to Provide Risk Management Solutions for Financial Institutions
Information Services International-Dentsu, Ltd. (“ISID” Head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President and
CEO: Setsuo Kamai) and Numerical Technologies (Head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President: Hideyuki
Torii) have commenced a business alliance to provide solutions offering comprehensive support, from the
provision of software packages enabling advanced, highly efficient risk management operations for financial
institutions, to the construction and establishment of optimal operational processes including RPA (robotic
process automation) utilization. Under this business alliance, Numerical Technologies will promote the
introduction of its NtInsight and NtCloud software packages, which have an established a track record as the
leading Japanese financial institution risk management software. ISID will promote the overall project,
providing support for the creation of cloud environments and the construction and establishment of optimal
operational processes including RPA utilization. Both companies will support advanced, highly efficient risk
management operations for financial institutions.
Against the backdrop of low interest rate policies and the rapid deployment of FinTech, many financial
institutions are promoting management reforms to improve their earnings structures. Given these conditions,
the handling of various financial products aimed at expanding profit opportunities are increasingly
complicating risk management operations involving market and credit risks. Although major financial
institutions create individual systems in response to each risk, the creation of comprehensive and efficient
risk management systems is becoming an urgent issue in the insurance industry, where there is a rapid
increase in the types of financial products handled, as well as small- and medium-sized financial institutions,
which have restrictions on IT investment.
At the same time, efforts to improve operational efficiency through the utilization of RPA and other
solutions are accelerating to reduce costs. In general, financial institutions operate multiple systems for each
operation, but many routine operations are processes handling the output of these various systems, thus there
is a pressing need to streamline and automate this work.
In light of these circumstances, the business alliance with Numerical Technologies, which possesses
expertise and substantial track record in the financial institution risk management field, enables the
provision of solutions for financial institution risk management operations that leverage ISID’s strengths
founded on lengthy involvement in the development of risk management systems for major financial
institutions and expertise in improving productivity through RPA implementation and operational support.
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Through this business alliance, both companies will provide IT support for risk management operations and
contribute to the establishment of a stable financial institution earnings model.
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